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Aim of the Educational 

Program 

In the modern world political, economic and cultural interests towards the oriental countries is 

increasing day by day. That is preconditioned by the growing potential and role of these 

countries in solving global problems. Today the research and learning centers of Turkish studies 

are opened in those countries and universities of the western world where there used to be no 

such interest before. The present Georgian-Turkish social-economic relations as well as the 

Turkish investments in Georgia caused the increased demand for the specialists of Turkish 

language. At the Shota Rustaveli State University, the educational program of Turkish philology 

has been functioning since 1994. The BA program prepares highly qualified specialists of 

Turkish language and literature for the professional and research activities that are based on 

obtaining general humanitarian and general philological knowledge. Graduates of the 

educational program possess deep knowledge of Turkish philology based on corresponding 

textbooks and comprising the leading aspects of the field. Apart from specialists, the program 

implies formation of a free personality with high civic awareness and activity, humanism, 

democracy and principles of liberal values 

Learning Outcomes      Graduates, who will be awarded with Bachelor's Degree in Humanities, have the 

opportunity to continue their studies at the next level. 

1. Has a wide knowledge of Turkish philology (Turkish language and literature).  

2. Speaks Turkish language at B.2.1 level. 

3. Has general knowledge of the basis of translation activities.  

4. Understands the complex issues of Turkish philology. 

Can understand and perceive Turkish audio and video material; Turkish speaking, reading, 

writing; Translation from Georgian to Turkish and Turkish from Georgian; logical and 

consistent conveyance of the opinion of the Turkish language can be both oral and written in 

speech; 

Is able to integrate in practice the knowledge obtained in Turkish language and literature, in 

general, orientalism (Arabic and Ottoman languages, Turkish history) and in philology; Can use 

Turkish-language texts, artistic literature, scientific literature; 

Can search, collect and interpret Turkish linguistic and artistic texts, as well as reveal their 

professional approach and establish reasoning conclusions during their analysis; has the ability 

to establish operational and substantiated conclusions with the terminology technologies of 

linguistics and literature. 

Social skills: is able to work efficiently in groups as an individual as well as a leader; can 

formulate objectives clearly and make adequate use of group members potentials; is able to 

solve regulate conflict situations; 

Technological skills: understands and uses the modern information and communication 

technologies; 

Linguistic skills: is able to conduct confident, clear and independent communication in 

academic and professional community: a) oral and written communication in native language; 

b) knows the second language in accordance with the university standards. 

Educational Program graduates have a wide range of Turkish language and literature based on 

relevant level textbooks and include advanced aspects of the field. 

Apart from formation of a specialist, the program provides formation of a free personality with 

high civic consciousness and activism, humanism, democracy, liberal values. 

Assessment  Students are evaluated according to the following system:   a) (A) – Excellent - 91 points and 

more; b) (B) – Very Good - 81-90 points; c) (C) – Good 71-80 points; d) (D)– Satisfactory  61-70 

points; e) (E) – Sufficient 51-60 points; (FX) – could not pass 41-50 points. Student has the right 

to take the additional exam once more; (F) – Fail 0-40 points. Student has to take the course 

again. 

Contact Person  Program leader: 

Lile Tandilava, Associate Professor  

                                     Tel.:  593 34 89 90   

                                      E-mail: lile.tandilava@bsu.edu.ge  
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